Abstract-Trichromatic digital camera has been used for spectral imaging, but spectral reconstructive accuracy is poor if actual digital responses are directly used in linear imaging model. The linearity of Nikon D700 is analyzed, and a new radiation intensity-based linearization technique is put forward, whose performance is verified and compared with other linearization methods. For nonlinear imaging system, the polynomial regression is verified which is more appropriate than other algorithms based on linear imaging system. Especially, if actual digital camera responses are linearized firstly, the accuracy of model can be improved greatly.
I. INTRODUCTION
Compared with the expensive price and complicated working conditions of special multi-spectral imaging device, some of research began to capture multi-spectral images using a conventional trichromatic digital camera combined with either absorption filters or multiillumination [1, 2, 3] . But the CCD used in consumer digital camera is different from scientific CCD, which are disturbed by noise easily, and the information processed by CCD need complicated transmit and compress and then transport to output device, actual digital camera responses are non-linearity. Frequently-used spectral reconstruction algorithms are built based on linear mode of imaging system, for example, pseudo-inverse, winner estimation, PCA, and so on [4, 5, 6 ]. If we use directly actual digital responses to reconstruct spectra, the performance of spectral reconstruction and chromatic accuracy is poor. This article investigated techniques for accounting for the nonlinearity of the input-output response of a digital camera system [7, 8] . A new linearization method is put forward based on radiation intensity and verified in experiments with other linearization methods. For nonlinear imaging system, the polynomial regression method has been proven effective, so we expand this method to spectra.
In this paper, the linearity of Nikon D700 is analyzed, and a new radiation intensity-based linearization technique is put forward, whose performance is verified and compared with other linearization methods. For nonlinear imaging system, the polynomial regression is verified which is more appropriate than other algorithms based on linear imaging system. Especially, if actual digital camera responses are linearized firstly, the accuracy of model can be improved greatly.
II. CAMERA RESPONSE MODELS
During the last decade, digital imaging systems such as digital cameras have been widely used to record scenes. A simple trichromatic camera response model can be expressed as: 
where i C is the camera responses, ( ) E λ is the spectral radiant distribution of illuminant, ) , , ( λ y x P is the spectral reflectance of an object piexl, and ) (λ S i is the spectral sensitivity of the camera's ith channel (which is the product of spectral transmittance of the optical systems, spectral transmittance of filter and spectral sensitivity of the sensors).
Equation (1) is ideal camera response model. Furthermore, various noise should be considered which usually includes dark current noise, shot noise, read noise and quantisation noise. Equation (1) will be changed (2):
A non-linear relationship between camera input and output responses has often been introduced by the manufacturing or electronic process. In the non-linearity model, the camera response for a pixel of the ith sensor type pixel is given by:
)
where Ψ is a monotonically increasing non-linear function, U is actual camera responses, this is , , R G B values read from photographic image.
Ш. MULTI-SPECTRAL IMAGE CAPTURE BASED
TRICHROMATIC DIGITAL CAMERA Traditional trichromatic imaging systems capture and represent information about real scenes using three sensors which respond broadly in the red, green and blue regions of the visible spectrum. Traditional trichromatic images (or sometimes termed RGB images) are both device and illuminant dependent. Device dependency refers to the RGB values that the device captures are specific to that device and the conditions under which it was used. Illuminant dependency is due to the fact that the RGB values only describe the color of an image when viewed under the light source that was used during capture. Although, these problems can be solved by applying a process called device characterization which is defined as finding the relationship between the device colour space and the CIE system of color measurement. But XYZ color space is metamerism, when two color samples have the same tristimulus values for a specific combination of illuminant and observer, but the reflectance curves are different [9] .
It is well known that the only way to assure a color match for all observers across changes in illumination is to achieve a spectral match. Imai and Berns put forward a new spectral restructure system in which a conventional trichromatic digital camera combined with either absorption filters or different light sources [10] . multifilter or multi-illuminant approach can make the image acquisition easier than the traditional monochrome camera and interference-filter-based multi-spectral acquisition because it can provide three channels per imaging shot. This trichromatic camera approach also has relatively low cost since the cost-performance relation of commercial trichromatic digital cameras has decreased rapidly.
Spectral reconstruction algorithms used in traditional multi-spectral image capture, are also used in spectral restructure based trichromatic digital cameras. the spectral reflectance of each pixel can be estimated using a priori spectral analysis with direct measurement and imaging of color patches to establish a relationship between the digital counts and spectral reflectance. the most frequently-used spectral reconstruction algorithm is the method based on basic vectors, this article will use the method to rebuild spectrum and verify reconstruction accuracy.
Many researches have proved [11, 12, 13 ] spectrum can be expressed by a linear combination of a set of basic vectors which are linearly independence. That is, the approximate value R of the spectral reflectance factor ) (λ R is linear combination of the p N-dimensions unit basic vectors i b (1≤i≤p) that is orthogonal to each other.
The i b is eigenvectors. 1 2 ( , , , )
w is the corresponding weight coefficient to the ith vector, 1 2 ( , , , )
Generally, the most common method for the basic vector calculation is PCA. PCA is a multivariate statistics to deal with, compress and extract the data based covariance matrix. And reduce the dimensions by dispelling the linear dependence of the input random vectors and ignoring the unimportant change directions [14, 15] . The basis vectors after the reducing are also named eigenvectors. Therefore, PCA is also named eigenvector analysis. PCA works very well in the data compressing and the dependences dispelling. It's widely used in the feature extraction of the faces and number plates. In recent years, some researchers use the PCA in the color science [16, 17, 18] .
The number of basic vectors is decided by cumulative Percent Variance. If the cumulative Percent Variance of the front p eigenvectors is large enough, the spectral reflectance can be regarded as the linear combination of the front p eigenvectors. After determining the required number of eigenvectors according to the cumulative percent variance of eigenvectors, calculate the corresponding coefficient i w . Equation (4) is introduced into (1):
Because the level of matrix QB is m*j, let QB F = , then C FW = , suppose the relationship between digital camera responses and coefficient matrix is AC W = , By the least square, the transform matrix A can be established by the equation
In actual application, to training samples, the matrix A can be expressed as follows:
To testing samples, the coefficient matrix is expressed as follows:
So the reconstruction spectra of testing samples are calculated as follows:
where T denotes transpose matrix, matrix W ′and W ′ ′ are respectively the coefficient matrix of the training and testing samples, matrix C′ and C ′ ′ are respectively the digital responses of the training and testing samples.
IV. LINEARIZATION OF SPECTRAL IMAGING DEVICE
As analyzed in (3), there is a non-linear relationship between camera input and output responses. Because most of spectral reconstruction algorithms are built based on linear relationship, if we use actual digital response values to reconstruct spectrum in linear relationship, it will produce big errors.
Consider that a spatially uniform surface of known spectral reflectance ) (λ P is captured under an illuminant with known spectral power distribution ) (λ E by a threechannel imaging system with spectral sensitivities ( B for the red, green, and blue channels respectively are given by the following:
We assume that the channels are subject to a nonlinearity Ψ to generate the actual output responses R , G and B . Equation (6) shows an example for the blue channel; similar nonlinearities are assumed to exist for red and green channels as follows:
Actually, we know actual output responses R , G and B read from images, and aim to look for raw channel responses which are linearization in Eq (5), so eq (6) is expressed as follows:
where Γ is a monotonically increasing non-linear function, the aim of linearization is to build Γ function.
However, that to compute the raw channel input ' B , the spectral sensitivity of the channel is required. Actually, in most cases, we don't know spectral sensitivity of the channel, besides methods based on a knowledge (or estimation) of the spectral sensitivities of the channels. Methods based on the luminance were put forward [19] . luminance Y is often used instead of the raw channel responses ' B to determine the nonlinearity function Γ .
where
is the luminous efficiency function of each surface. Here, we put forward a new linearization based the radiation intensity of a set of neutral samples based on radiation intensity is proportion to raw digital camera responses [20] . Radiation intensity I is often used instead of the raw channel responses ' B to determine the nonlinearity function Γ .
.The nonlinearity can be modeled using a power law function or polynomial regression with least-squares fit as follows:
Here, equation (15) and (16) are both power law functions.
V. SPECTRUM RECONSTRUCTION WITH POLYNOMIAL REGRESSION METHOD
The reconstruction method based on PCA is to simulate the whole system as a linear system. But as above (3) described, because the limitation of traditional trichromatic imaging system, the light-electronic transform between actual response U and linear response C is non-linear, and it can be fitted by a power law function or high-order polynomial curve, but two models are required, one is a nonlinear model, the other is spectral reconstruction linear model. Can we find a method which is suitable for non-linear imaging system? The polynomial regression method is put forward. Mr. Hong and Luo adopt the usual polynomial regression method to predict the corresponding color tristimulus based on three channels camera responses [21] . Herzog and his colleagues expand the polynomial regression method to spectra [22] .
The polynomial regression analysis is the statistic analysis method to research the interdependent relationships between a random variable (usually called the independent variable or the explained variable) and two or more general variables (usually called the independent variable or explaining variable). It can get the best regression models based on the principle of least square method. The theory and experiments had showed that reconstructive spectra by the regression method is workable and effective [23] . In multispectral imaging, camera digital response i c is the independent variable, it will be expanded high-level polynomials, which can be expressed as:
The essence of the polynomial regression method is application of l variables multiple linear regression, l is greater than or equal to the numbers of independent variables. The linear regression expression can be expressed as below:
And the form of matrix is expressed as below:
In multispectral imaging, there are k color training samples. If k is greater than or equal to l , T VV is nonsingular and reversible, the coefficient matrix E can be calculated on the basis of the least squares method.
Therefore, the reconstructed spectra can be expressed as below:
P is the reconstructed spectral reflectance matrix of testing samples. V ′ and V ′ ′ are respectively the matrix formed by the extended items based on the digital camera responses of the training samples and testing samples. P′ is the spectral reflectance matrix of training samples.
The idea of the polynomial regression is the signal vector E is extendible. That is to add more extended items which can affect the accuracy of the characterization. There are many ways for the polynomial expansion. In order to get the better results, the most used one is to add the high order items of the channels in the vector as well as the cross items between the channel responses, such as . However, the capacity of the transferring matrix will become larger with the increasing of the items number.
In order to study reconstruction accuracy caused by the polynomial numbers of V , four kinds of polynomial regression methods (three, six, eight and eleven polynomials separately) are used to reconstruct the spectra in the experiment. Corresponding to the different expansion form of the RGB signals combination, the transferring matrix of the polynomial regression model will be changed with it. Equation (23) is the expression for the four kinds of extended digital camera responses V adopted in the experiment. 
VI. EXPERIMENTS
In our experiments, we used a Nikon D700 digital camera (4, 256×2, 832 pixels, built-in R, G, B array sensors, 8bits per channel). The spectral radiant power of the illuminant used in this imaging system was measured. We used data measured by Christian Mauer as The spectral sensitivities of each of the color channels in digital camera system (Figure 1 ). ColorChecker RC (abbreviated in CCRC) were imaged. 14 gray colors located in the center of CCSG were used for linearization. CCRC as training samples and testing samples were verified for accuracy of spectral reconstruction.
The spectral reflectance factors of the patches on the two charts were measured using an GretagMacbeth Spectrolino spectrophotometer. During the experiment the camera and lighting positions were fixed, and the RGB values of the CCSG achromatic samples and CCDC were measured with each in the center of the camera's field of view. Each patch generated an image region of about 20x20 pixels, but the values of a central subregion (12x12 pixels) were averaged to generate the mean RGB values for that patch.
A. Spectral-sensitivities-based technique 1. The raw digital responses were computed for 14 CCDC gray samples under the actual light source that was used to illuminate the samples during imaging and the spectral sensitivities of the camera, and normalized in the range 0-1 based on the largest reflectance luminance.
2. The actual camera responses of 14 CCDC gray samples were measured and normalized in the range 0-1 based on (255, 255, 255).
3. For each camera channel, a n-order polynomial or γ power law function was used to fit the relationship between the actual camera responses and the raw digital responses for the achromatic patches, then function Γ was built.
4. Apply the estimates of function Γ to the measured camera responses for the CCDC samples to yield the linearized RGB values for those values.
5. Perform spectral reconstruction for CCDC samples based on PCA.
B. Luminance-based technique 1. The luminance reflectance factors Y were computed for 14 CCDC gray samples under the actual light source that was used to illuminate the samples during imaging, and normalized in the range 0-1 based on the largest reflectance luminance.
3. For each camera channel, a n-order polynomial or γ power law function was used to fit the relationship between the actual camera responses and the luminance reflectance factors for the achromatic patches, then function Γ was built. 4. Apply the estimates of function Γ to the measured camera responses for the CCDC samples to yield the linearized RGB values for those values.
5. Perform spectral reconstruction for CCDC samples. C. Radiation intensity-based technique 1.The radiation intensity I were computed for 14 CCDC gray samples under the actual light source that was used to illuminate the samples during imaging, and normalized in the range 0-1 based on the largest radiation intensity.
3. For each camera channel, a n-order polynomial or γ power law function was used to fit the relationship between the actual camera responses and the radiation intensity for the achromatic patches, then function Γ was built. 4. Apply the estimates of function Γ to the measured camera responses for the CCDC samples to yield the linearized RGB values for those values.
Thus for each technique we attempt to obtain linearized camera responses and then use PCA to reconstruct the spectral reflective factor. All computations were performed using MATLAB, RMS errors and CIELAB
were taken into account to test the performance of spectrum and color differences between original and reconstructed spectra.
VII. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
First, we analyzed the linearity of Nikon D700. Figure  2 shows compare between non-linearity and linearization based on radiation intensity. The three plots on the lefthand side of Figure 2 show the normalized R (upper plot), G (middle plot), and B (lower plot) values for the gray samples plotted against the respective normalized measured radiation intensity. The solid line in each panel shows the polynomial fit to the data. it is evident that the linearity of Nikon D700 is low. However, these polynomial functions were used to subsequently convert all actual camera responses to linearized camera responses before further processing. The three plots on the right-hand side of Figure 2 show the normalized linearized R (upper plot), G (middle plot), and B (lower plot) values for the achromatic samples plotted against the normalized measured radiation intensity for those samples. Table 1 shows the values of the exponent that were estimated using each of the three linearization techniques. We found the exponents of each channel are similar for three linearizations, which means power law functions are similar, and there are similar relationship between different raw digital camera responses and actual digital camera responses. Just as table 2 and table 3 shows spectral reconstruction performance for CCDC samples based on linearization by three various techniques. Because the PCA spectral reconstruction method is not perfect, color differences will still be obtained even if the input/output nonlinearity is estimated perfectly. After linearized, spectral reconstruction performance either spectral RMS or CIELAB E Δ are better than non linearity.
Generally, spectral-sensitivities-based linearization and radiation intensity-based linearization are quite similar in spectral and chromatic accuracy, which are better than performance of luminance-based linearization. Table 4, table 5, table 6 and table 7 are different with  table 2 and table 3 in function fit. Table 4 and table 5 use  3rd polynomial fit, table 6 and table 7 use 5th polynomial fit. It's obvious that the level of polynomial fit is higher; the accuracy of linearization function is higher. The accuracy of linearization techniques using a power law function is between 3rd and 5th polynomial fit, higher than 3rd, lower than 5th.But a power law form of the nonlinearity is simpler than polynomial fit, it only needs estimate an exponent comparing with mutli-coefficients of polynomial fit. There are same conclusions that spectral-sensitivities-based linearization and radiation intensity-based linearization are better than Luminancebased linearization. This means building linearization by radiation intensity instead of raw digital camera response is feasible, because in most conditions we don't know spectral sensitivities of camera. From the analysis above we can see that the linearity of the common commercial digital camera is poor, the accuracy of the spectra reconstruction has been improved greatly after linear calibration. The reconstruction method based on PCA is to simulate the whole system as a linear system. The following experiment is to perform spectral reconstruction using polynomial regression based on a trichromatic camera system. Fist we use the nonlinearized digital camera responses and the polynomial regression to reconstruct spectra. From table 8 and table 9 we can see that with the number of polynomial terms increase, the reconstruction error in terms of color difference and RMSE will decrease, especially when the number is increased from 6 to 8, the trend is the most obvious: the average E Δ decreases from 11.7 to 4.84, the average RMSE decreases from 0.0537 to 0.0396, which indicates that the joins of rgb term and constant term will improve the model's accuracy. We also tested that increasing the number of cross terms or square terms will also contribute to the improvement of the model, and their contribution are basically same, that is to say the only use of cross terms or square terms will not greatly affect the accuracy of the reconstruction when the total number of polynomial terms is same. When the number is 11, the model includes constant term, cross terms, square terms and RGB term which considers various impact factors, the 11-term is practically an exact fit. From table 8 and table  9 we can see that when there is no any pre-process on the digital responses, the reconstruction using polynomial regression model already provide higher accuracy than using linear model on pro-processed digital camera responses. This indicate that the linearity of Nikon D700 digital camera is relatively poor, and on the other hand, it shows that the proper chosen of polynomial regression model is suitable for non-linear imaging system, and its reconstruction performance is better than other linear system model method.
Simultaneously, we use radiation intensity-based linearization put forward in this article to calibrate actual digital camera responses, and then reconstruct spectra by polynomial regression method. Table 10 and table 11 show the result of comparison in color difference and RMSE. We can easily see linearized data can improve greatly accuracy of polynomial regression model, when the number of polynomial terms is 3, color difference and RMSE of reconstructed spectra are higher than linear model based on PCA. When the number is 6, whose performance is basically same with 11-term polynomial regression model whose data is non-linearized. The result shows polynomial regression method is very suitable for non-linearization imaging system although, if we can process actual digital responses by linearization method firstly, the accuracy of model can be improved greatly, the number of terms and complexity of polynomial regression model can be reduced greatly.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
This study investigates techniques for accounting for the nonlinearity of the input-output response of a digital camera system. Three various linearizations are carried out for a Nikon D700 camera and the Macbeth ColorChecker RC achromatic samples. A new radiation intensity-based linearization technique is put forward and the performance of spectral reconstruction is tested using the ColorChecker DC samples. The results show the accuracy of intensity-based linearization technique is similar with spectral sensitivities-based technique, but better than luminance-based technique. In our experiment, the test of linearization technique is only for three imaging channel, so spectral reconstruction and chromatic accuracy is lower than multi-spectral imaging system. if using a conventional trichromatic digital camera combined with either absorption filters or multiillumination, the spectral reconstruction results will improve highly accuracy.
The results of experiments show also the linearity of the common commercial digital camera is poor; many algorithms put forward are only suitable for linear imaging system. The polynomial regression technique has been applied for color camera, scanner, and printer characterizations and calibrations, it's suitable for nonlinear imaging system, so we can expand this method from colorimetry to spectra. In general, the accuracy improves as the number of terms in the equation increase. Simultaneously, if actual digital camera responses were linearized firstly, the accuracy of model can be improved greatly; the number of terms and complexity of polynomial regression model can be reduced greatly.
